SUGGESTED ROUTE FROM FLORENCE TO RADICONDOLI

A1

From Florence follow the route towards the A1 Motorway Firenze-Certosa point of entry which is sign-posted also to
Siena. (If you are in the city centre make for Porta Romana, Bottai and Galluzzo). At the roundabout close to the
Firenze-Certosa motorway entry make your way across to the dual carriageway for Siena (do not enter the A1 motorway leading towards Bologna and Roma but if coming from either direction exit at Firenze-Certosa and follow the rest
of these instructions). Stay on the dual cariageway towards Siena until you reach the Colle Val d’Elsa Sud exit. Here
make for Colle Val d’Elsa for about 1 km until you reach a left turn sign-posted to Radicondoli. Stay on this road
(SP541) until the junction in nearby Gracciano where the road divides up. Turn left towards Grosseto and follow this
route. Stay on this road for about 10 km until you reach a right turn towards Radicondoli. You will recognise this turning as it is soon after a small petrol station also on your right. Follow the directions to Radicondoli which you will reach
after about 13 km.
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How to get to the Convent
Once you reach the village, past the Post
Office, follow the road down to your left
which is sign-posted to Castelnuovo Val di
Cecina (do not head for the town centre).
Follow this route (paved and tree-lined on
your left side) for about 200 metres until
you reach the end of the paved area opposite to a Medieval Gate on your right. Now
turn left down a steep local road, you will
reach the Convent after about 300 metres
at the end of the tarmaced section.
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